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Poplar leaves are falling like confetti.  The brilliant colours are so fleeting.
With gardens mostly put to bed, it's time to get muddy indoors.
Our Fall Sale is just over a month away.
Fall Sale
The sale will take place in the Art Centre in the upper room.  The Art Society will join us.
Individual potters are limited to 2 tables.  There is always an opportunity for newer potters to put 
a few things in with others, or for the guild to set a 'novice' table.
Jude will have sign-up sheets at the meeting for tables and for helpers.  
Clay Order
You should have contacted Cary by today if you wanted to order clay or chemicals.  She will be 
sending the order in on Monday.  Most of us have worked with a range of clay bodies.  Here is a 
list of Criteria for Choosing Clay Body:
1) The Making Process: Hand Building, Pottery Wheel, Sculpting or Casting
2) Size and form of your work
3) Surface Texture
4) Firing temperature and Type
5) End product usage
6) Clay colour glaze effect
It is fascinating to see how differently a glaze will look on different clay bodies.
Highlight on Individual Members
Anna Roberts held her annual studio sale last weekend.
Lesley Lloyd has a show opening on October 9th at the Quesnel Gallery.
I just took down my show at the Station House Gallery.
Community support for our work is always rewarding, but it means a lot when we also support 
each other.  Thanks to everyone who took time to pop down to the gallery.
 Ash Glaze
As some of us are starting to use our fireplaces for the season, you might consider 
experimenting with ash glazes.  The primary function of ash in glaze is to flux other materials.  
However, it also lends colour.  If you are interested in working with local materials, some low fire 
local clay from valley cutbanks (alumina) and some tuff/feldspar (the white stuff on the road 
allowance at Wildwood) can be blended with wood ash to form a glaze.  I do not have a recipe 
to share, but have done some tests at cone 6.  Ash glazes are usually recommended for high 
fire glazing.  Some potters recommend slaking the ash as it is quite caustic.  If you don't do that, 
it is advisable not to keep a batch too long.




Fake Ash Glaze
One quality often evident in ash glazes is that they run.  
You can achieve this quality in some other glazes by 
adding whiting.  Take a glaze and make a series of tests 
on vertical tiles adding 5, 10, 15, 20, and if you don't mind 
scraping shelves, up to 25% whiting.
The mugs in the photo were made by Stephen Hill.  Fake 
ash glaze.  Cone 6.

Gas Firing
The dragon is going to be spewing flames on Sunday. October 4th.  If you have pots to fire, get 
in touch with Lesley.  Clay must be Cone 10.  If you just want to watch the process, it is fun to 
learn what is involved.  There will probably be another gas firing before the guild Fall Sale.
Raku Meeting
The October guild meeting is a Raku evening.  If you have pots to fire, there will be glaze 
available.  Bring finger food.  The meeting starts at 6:30pm at Lesley Lloyd's house: 
1771 Mile 168 Road.  I will be driving through town and can pick up anyone  who would like a 
ride. 
Cheers, Christy Richardson


